
Becky Katsaros 
 
Becky is an author with a passion for mythology. A lifelong interest in Asia was 
followed by a trip to Japan. That cemented her fascination with the lore and 
legends of the area. Her stories are set in fictional worlds that resemble those 
found in Japanese history and mythology. 
 
In the real world, Becky has worked as a print technician and as an administrative 
assistant in the U.S. and Canada. She briefly considered a career in photography. 
After an attempt in that direction, she discovered that it would mean too much 
time away from home. She still loves photography and dabbles with it in her spare 
time. Along the way, she discovered copywriting and by extension novel writing. A 
perfect fit, as she can write on breaks from work and at home while still spending 
time with her family. 
 
Becky and her family now live in Atlantic Canada. They lead a rather eclectic life.  
 

• They are servants to two royal cats. Strict rules govern their lives, such as 
not moving when a cat is on your lap. (Exceptions are made only for 
emergencies and even then, punishment will be given.)  

• They do a bit of gardening. (Becky is hoping for some fresh fruit from her 
own yard.)  

• They buy cat food to feed the strays in the neighborhood. 

• And they have made friends with a couple of families of crows. One family 
swoops down to say hello whenever they are in the area. The other warns 
them whenever great danger is in the area. (Bobcats and foxes are scary 
you know.) 

 
But the most exciting thing she has seen in the last year? The local grocery stores 
have curbside pickup. Now she doesn’t have to shop! 
 
 
Twitter Profile 
 
An author with a passion for mythology. Servant to cats, who claim to be royal. 
And crow whisperer, but that’s another story… 


